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In June 2023, Canada is bringing together 300 of 

the best and brightest young leaders from around 

the Commonwealth to work together in a highly 

diverse setting to examine the problems we face, the 

opportunities we share, and how to build  

better, smarter, more inclusive organizations  

and communities.  

Conference members will be selected from across  

35 Commonwealth nations in Africa, Asia, the  

Pacific, Europe and the Americas. 

There is no cost to the 300 emerging leaders. 

CSC2023 relies on generous donations from  

companies, governments, unions and individuals. 

This is an investment for a better world.

Founder’s Circle 
$100,000 and higher CAD

Platinum Leaders 
$25,000—$49,999 CAD 

President’s Circle 
$75,000—$99,999 CAD

Gold Leaders 
$10,000—$24,999 CAD 

Commonwealth Leaders 
$50,000—$74,999 CAD

Silver Leaders 
$5,000—$9,999 CAD

The 11th Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Commonwealth Study Conference

 Email us at Secretariat@CSCCanada.org

The global development  The global development  
program for emerging leadersprogram for emerging leaders

Explore Engaged Leadership for Inclusive ChangeExplore Engaged Leadership for Inclusive Change

Duke of Edinburgh Commonwealth Study Conferences Canada Inc. is a registered charity.
Registration Number 832527261 RR0001

www.csccanada.org

An Investment that Lasts a Lifetime

 OPENING: BANFF—June 3-5, 2023

Opening Plenary events take place over three days  
at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity. Inspired 
by renowned speakers from around the world,  
members begin exploring the Conference theme  
Engaged Leadership for Inclusive Change. 

 STUDY TOURS—June 6-15, 2023

Members are assigned to 15 “Study Groups.” Each group 
travels to different regions of Canada where their  
classrooms will be the dynamic diversity that powers  
our urban and rural economies and communities.  

 CLOSING: MONTRÉAL—June 16-18, 2023

Reconvening in Montréal, the Study Groups prepare and 
present their findings in a two-day Closing Plenary,  
highlighting their experiences and how they will apply 
their new knowledge about leadership in their  
organizations and communities. 



THE FOUNDER’S CIRCLE 
$100,000 CAD

Contributors to the Founder’s Circle make a major  
donation to CSC2023 that also represents a special  
thank-you to the lifetime contributions of HRH The Duke 
of Edinburgh. Donations may be made over two years.  
In addition to the highest profile brand promotion on  
Conference materials and at all events, Founder’s Circle  
donors will receive invitations to the Opening and  
Closing Plenaries and to special events in London and  
Canada, including invitations to the Leadership Forum  
and Recognition Dinner in London in 2023. 

THE PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE   
$75,000 TO $99,999 CAD

Under the auspices of the Princess Royal, Conference  
President, the President’s Circle donors will receive high  
profile brand promotion on all Conference materials and  
at all events, invitations to the opening and closing  
plenaries of the Conference and to special VIP events in  
London and Canada, and invitations to the Leadership  
Forum and Recognition Dinner in London in 2023.  
The donation may be made over two years. 

COMMONWEALTH LEADERS   
$50,000 TO $74,999 CAD

Donors at the Commonwealth Leaders level will receive  
promotion in all Conference materials, invitations to the  
Opening and Closing Plenaries of CSC2023, and  
invitations to a Leadership Forum and Recognition  
Dinner in London in 2023. 

PLATINUM LEADERS   
$25,000 TO $49,999 CAD

Donors at the Platinum Leaders level will receive recognition  
in Conference materials, an invitation to the Leadership  
Forum and Recognition Dinner in London in 2023, invitations 
to the Closing Plenary of CSC2023, an invitation to at least 
one pre-Conference VIP event in Canada. Platinum Leaders  
donors will receive logo recognition as a partner at  
Conference events and on the website. 

GOLD LEADERS 
$10,000 TO $24,999 CAD

Donors at the Gold Leaders level will receive recognition in 
Conference materials as a partner, two invitations to the  
Opening and Closing Plenaries of CSC2023, and two invita-
tions to at least one pre-Conference VIP event in Canada.

SILVER LEADERS 
$5,000 TO $9,999 CAD

All donations will be celebrated by the Conference and  
recognized by participants. Donors at the Silver Leaders level 
will receive recognition in Conference materials as a partner 
and with two invitations to the Closing Plenary of CSC2023.

By supporting the 11th Duke of Edinburgh’s Commonwealth Study Conference  
in Canada, a donor is making a significant contribution to the next generation  
of decision-makers in Canada and the Commonwealth of Nations.

An Investment that lasts a lifetimeAn Investment that lasts a lifetime

“Experience has shown these  
conferences are a force for good 
within the Commonwealth and within 
each country of the Commonwealth. 
The time, resources and effort are a 
critical contribution to a Connected 
Commonwealth and a tribute to my 
father. You can count on my continued 
support and engagement.”

—HRH PRINCESS ANNE 
CONFERENCE PRESIDENT
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“We’re looking to provide a cross-cultural  
development experience like no other for  
emerging leaders in business, government, 
trade unions and civil society, helping  
participants broaden their perspectives  
on leadership and gain insights into  
world issues, while developing a global 
network of peers.”

—DARRYL WHITE 
CONFERENCE CHAIR

Duke of Edinburgh Commonwealth Study Conferences  
Canada Inc. is a registered charity.
Registration Number 832527261 RR0001

For donor inquiries please email  For donor inquiries please email  
Secretariat@CSCCanada.orgSecretariat@CSCCanada.org

www.csccanada.org


